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750KV and 1000KV high voltage transmission line tower, 500KV Transmission Line Tower, 220KV

Transmission Line Tower

The transmission line tower is designed to support overhead electricity conductors for electric power transmission. It is also

called an electricity pylon in Britain and some parts of Europe. Most Australians call it an ironman.

ZHAOWEI is a transmission line tower manufacturer and supplier located in China, and we can manufacturer three different

categories of transmission towers which accommodate 750KV and 1000KV high voltage, 500KV and 220KV transmission

lines respectively. In addition, we can also manufacture different types of transmission line tower, including steel lattice

transmission tower, guyed tower, and self supporting tower, etc.

Why choose ZHAOWEI? 

1. In order to satisfy each buyers’ specific demands, we are committed to manufacturing transmission line tower as per

drawings and specifications provided by purchasers.

2. Also, we at ZHAOWEI use steel materials from top ranked steel manufacturers, like Tangsteel Group and Ansteel Group.

Meanwhile, we manufacture transmission tower according to relevant Chinese National Standard.

3. ZhaiWei transmission line tower is hot dip zinc coated, providing good rust resistance.

4. Our electricity pylon is packaged in bundles, which makes transportation convenient.

Quality control at ZHAOWEI

In order to ensure quality, we at ZHAOWEI use modern fabrication technologies to manufacture transmission line towers,

and the multi-item templates, bending dies, jigs and fixtures can be reused in case of repeat orders. We also strive to

perfectly complete each small quantity order and proto item production.

The first piece of each different type of template is duly inspected by our specialized Quality Inspectors, thus ensuring

accurate and quality manufacturing. The quality of our transmission tower is controlled through sample check during

process, and then 100% quality inspection before leaving factory.

Thus, we are confident that all our electricity pylons are qualified, and users can feel secure in purchasing.
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